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Abstract
The paper addresses a classical problem of computing approximate max–min inverse
fuzzy relation. It is an NP-complete problem for which no polynomial time algorithm is
known till this date. The paper employs a heuristic function to reduce the search space
for ﬁnding the solution of the problem. The time-complexity of the proposed algorithm
is Oðn3Þ, compared to OðknÞ, which is required for an exhaustive search in the real space
of ½0; 1 at k regular intervals of interval length (1=k).
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1. Introduction
Let X and Y  r be two universal sets. A fuzzy relation that describes a
mapping from X to Y ðX ! Y Þ generally is a fuzzy subset of X  Y , where ‘’
denotes a cartesian product [18]. Formally, a fuzzy relation R is deﬁned by
Rðx; yÞ ¼ ððx; yÞ; lRðx; yÞÞ j ðx; yÞ 2 Xf  Y g; ð1Þ
where lRðx; yÞ refers to the membership of ðx; yÞ to belong to the fuzzy relation
Rðx; yÞ. Fuzzy ‘composition’ [8] is an operation, by which fuzzy relations in
diﬀerent product space can be combined with each other. There exist diﬀerent
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versions of ‘composition’. The ‘max–min’ composition, which is most popular
among them is deﬁned below. Let X ; Y ; Z  r be three universal sets and
R1ðx; yÞ; ðx; yÞ 2 X  Y and R2ðy; zÞ; ðy; zÞ 2 Y  Z be two fuzzy relations. The
max–min composition of R1 and R2, denoted by R1  R2 is then a fuzzy set, is
deﬁned by
R1  R2 ¼ ðx; zÞ;max
y
fminflR1ðx; yÞ; lR2ðy; zÞgg
 
; ð2Þ
where x 2 X ; y 2 Y and z 2 Z. For brevity, we shall use ‘^’ and ‘_ ’ to denote
‘min’ and ‘max’ operators, respectively. Thus expression (2) can be re-written
as
R1  R2 ¼ ðx; zÞ;
_
y
flR1ðx; yÞ ^ lR2ðy; zÞg
( )
: ð3Þ
We use lR1R2ðx; zÞ to denote the membership function of ðx; zÞ in the max–




flR1ðx; yÞ ^ lR2ðy; zÞg ð4Þ
1.1. Fuzzy max–min inverse relations
Let X ¼ fx1; x2; . . . ; xng; Y ¼ fy1; y2; . . . ; ymg and Z ¼ fz1; z2; . . . ; zlg be three
universal sets and R1;R2 be two fuzzy relations on X  Y and Y  Z, respec-
tively. Again, let R1  R2 ¼ I, where I denotes an identity relation, such that
lR1R2ðx; zÞ ¼ I, when x ¼ xi 2 X and z ¼ zi 2 Z and lR1R2ðx; zÞ ¼ 0, other-
wise. Under this circumstances, we call R1, the max–min pre-inverse relation to
R2 and R2, the max–min post-inverse relation to R1. Unfortunately, R1  R2 ¼ I
is true, only when R1 ¼ R2 ¼ I. We thus deﬁne R1 as the approximate max–min
pre-inverse relation to R2, when R1  R2 ¼ I0, such that I0 is suﬃciently close to I







"  lI0 ðx; zÞ	2
#1=2
;
where D should not exceed a small pre-deﬁned real number. The deﬁnition of
approximate post-inverse relation to R1 may also be given analogously.
1.2. Best approximate pre-inverse relation
Let Q be a set of fuzzy relations of R1, such that for all R1 2 Q, there exists
an R2 with R1  R2 ¼ I0 and







"  lI0 ðx; zÞ	2
#1=2
6D: ð5Þ
Let for R1 ¼ Qi 2 Q; the distance Di6D and is the smallest among all
possible distances, computed for Qi 2 Q. Then Qi is called the best approxi-
mate pre-inverse relation to R2. Analogously, we can deﬁne the best approximate
post-inverse relation to R1.
2. A heuristic approach to determine the inverse fuzzy relation
The paper aims at estimating R1 when R1  R2 ¼ I0 and the measure of
distance between I and I0 is 6D. Given a relation R2, we can ﬁnd R1 by a
random search of lR1ðx; yÞ 8x; 8y in the interval ½0; 1 that jointly satisfy the
distance criterion, mentioned above. This, however, requires a massive search
in the interval ½0; 1. For instance, if R1 has nð¼ 9Þ elements and we pick up
elements from ½0; 1 at k regular intervals of interval length¼ 1/k (¼ 0.1 say),
then to search the n ð¼ 9Þ elements we require to evaluate distances
ðk þ 1Þn  OðknÞ ¼ 109 times and then select the relation R1 ¼ Qi, as the best
approximate pre-inverse relation. In fact, ﬁnding the pre-inverse is an NP-
complete problem [4], for which no ‘polynomial time’ algorithm is known till
this date. The fuzzy max–min relational equation has been solved by a number
of researchers [1–3,5–7,10,11,14–16] in diﬀerent ways. However, the problem
presented in the paper is new and cannot be solved by any of the existing
approaches.
An alternative approach to solve the problem is to employ a heuristic
function which is expected to yield good results in most cases but is not
guaranteed to yield the best pre-inverse [12]. To construct the heuristic func-
tion, let us denote the kth row and ith column of ðQ  R2Þ by ðQ  R2Þk;i,
where
ðQ  R2Þk;i ¼
_n
j¼1
ðqkj ^ rjiÞ; ð6Þ
where qkj and rji are the ðk; jÞth and ðj; iÞth elements of the relational matrices
Q and R2, respectively. Also rji (given), qkj 2 ½0; 1 8i; j; k:
For estimating Q, to satisfy Q  R2 ¼ I0, we require
_n
j¼1
ðqkj ^ rjkÞ to be close to 1




ðqkj ^ rjiÞ to be close to 0:
Now,
Wn
j¼1ðqkj ^ rjkÞ will be close to 1, if we keep each element (qk1 ^ r1kÞ;
ðqk2 ^ r2kÞ; . . . ; ðqkn ^ rnkÞ individually close to 1, vide Lemma 1 presented in




ðqkj ^ rjiÞ will be close to 0, if
(qk1 ^ r1iÞ; ðqk2 ^ r2iÞ; . . . ; ðqk;i1 ^ ri1;iÞ; ðqk;iþ1 ^ riþ1;iÞ; . . . ; ðqkn ^ rniÞ all are in-
dividually set close to zero, vide Lemma 2 presented in Appendix A.
Further it will be proved, without any loss of generality, vide Lemma 3
presented in Appendix A that qkj may be selected from frj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk; . . . ; rjng
instead of the entire interval ½0; 1. This is a signiﬁcant issue as it causes a re-
duction in search space. Thus summarisingly, qkj 8k; j is chosen from frj1;
rj2; . . . ; rjng by using the following two criteria:
(i) ðqkj ^ rjkÞ is to be maximised and
(ii) ðqkj ^ rjiÞ½i 6¼ k is to be minimised.
The last two criteria can be combined to a single criterion as formulated
below:"






is to be maximised:
The above function is called a heuristic, which is expected to yield good qkj,
given the rjk 8j; k in the interval ½0; 1.
3. A heuristic algorithm for computing the fuzzy pre-inverse relation
The heuristic function deﬁned in Section 2, will be employed to compute Q,
the pre-inverse matrices to R2. Since the number of possible values of qkj is
unpredictable, prior to execution of the algorithm, declaring large static stor-
age for them at the beginning of the program is not suggestive. Rather, a
dynamic allocation of memory by pointers is preferred. We thus deﬁne the
node nw (in Fig. 1(a)) and the linked list structure for the overall computation
(in Fig. 1(b)), using the node deﬁnition of Fig. 1(a). The ﬁeld deﬁnitions of the
structure used to deﬁne node nw in Fig. 1(a) is clearly explained and therefore is
not elaborated further in the text.
The algorithm for estimating Q, the pre-inverse to R2, is now presented
below. Let us for the time being assume R2 to be of dimension (n n).
Procedure fuzzy pre-inversion (Q, R2)
begin
node n1;
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repeat the following steps
Step 1: k node . ﬁeld 1 . index 1;
j node . ﬁeld 1 . index 2;
for w¼ 1 to n





Step 2: set b max . of a [w], 16 8 w6 n;
Fig. 1. (a) The ﬁeld deﬁnition of the data structure, wheren nw denotes the address of a node; ﬁeld
1.index 1 and ﬁeld 1.index 2 are integers, denoting the position of an element in a matrix, link 1[p]
represents a one dimensional array with index p; link 2 (link 3) points to the predecessor (successor)
node in the linked list structure. (b) The linked structure used for the evaluation of the inverse of
matrix R (of Example 1) by employing nodes like (a).
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p 1;
for w¼ 1 to n
if b ¼ a [w]
then do
begin
node . link 1 [p] r[j, w];
p p+ 1 ;
end if;
end for;
Step 3: node node . link 3; // for next node //
until node . link 3¼ nil
end.
Time complexity: Since for ﬁnding each element of Q we require to compute
a½w n-times, we require a search time OðnÞ in array a½w. Thus for n2 elements
in the matrix, the search time is Oððn2ÞnÞ ¼ Oðn3Þ.
The above algorithm preserves the connectivity among the nodes and ex-
plains the method to compute and store the values of qkj 8k; j in the data
structure. The statements for returning the qkjs are intensionally omitted to
keep the algorithm brief.
In the above algorithm, we did not intensionally restrict the valuation space
of D to determine the entire set of Q matrices. It may further be noted that the
above method for computing pre-inverse for square matrices can be easily
extended for evaluating it for non-square relational matrices, vide Property 4
in Section 4.
After the set Q ¼ fQkg is evaluated, we can determine Qbest, the best among
them by determining the Euclidean distance kI I0k forall Qk and selecting
that Qk ¼ Qbest for which the distance is minimum. The procedure for com-
puting Qbest is presented below. It may, however, be noted that Qbest does not
mean the globally best pre-inverse. We can never guarantee the globally best
inverse by a heuristic estimator.
Procedure ﬁnd-best ðQ;QbestÞ;
begin
for k¼ 1 to number-of-inverses
for Qk 2 Q
sum 0
D IQk  R;
for all i
for all j
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end for;
ﬁnd – min-store [k]; //this procedure determines k¼m, where store [k], for
16 k6 number-of-inverses, is minimum//
Qbest  Qm;
end.
Example 1. The algorithm for computing fuzzy pre-inverse is applied to R2,
given below, for estimation of Q.








The trace of the procedure fuzzy-pre-inversion is presented in Table 1. We ﬁ-
nally get 16 Qks: Q1;Q2; . . . ;Q16, given below, out of which Q13;Q14;Q15 and
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Table 1
Trace of the procedure fuzzy-pre-inversion
Node k j w a½w ¼ r½j;w ^ r½j; k
W3i¼1
i 6¼k
ðr½j;w ^ r½j; iÞ
b ¼ max
w
a½w p node:link 1½p ¼ r½j;w if b ¼ a½w
n1 1 1 1 a½1 ¼ 0:9 ^ 0:9
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:6; 0:9 ^ 0:3Þ ¼ 0:3
b¼ 0.3 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[1,1] ¼ 0.9
2 a½2 ¼ 0:6 ^ 0:9
 _ ð0:6 ^ 0:6; 0:6 ^ 0:3Þ ¼ 0:0
3 a½3 ¼ 0:3 ^ 0:9
 _ ð0:3 ^ 0:6; 0:3 ^ 0:3Þ ¼ 0:0
n2 1 2 1 a½1 ¼ 1:0 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:8; 1:0 ^ 0:5Þ ¼ 0:2
b¼ 0.2 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[2,1]¼ 1.0
2 a½2 ¼ 0:8 ^ 1:0
 _ ð0:8 ^ 0:8; 0:8 ^ 0:5Þ ¼ 0:0
3 a½3 ¼ 0:5 ^ 1:0
 _ ð0:5 ^ 0:8; 0:5 ^ 0:5Þ ¼ 0:0
n3 1 3 1 a½1 ¼ 1:0 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 1:0 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[3,1]¼ 1.0
2 a½2 ¼ 1:0 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 1:0 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0
2 node.link 1[2]¼ r[3,2]¼ 1.0
3 a½3 ¼ 0:8 ^ 1:0
 _ ð0:8 ^ 1:0; 0:8 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0
3 node.link 1[3]¼ r[3,3]¼ 0.8
n4 2 1 1 a½1 ¼ 0:6 ^ 0:9
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:9; 0:3 ^ 0:9Þ ¼ :3
1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[1,2]¼ 0.6
2 a½2 ¼ 0:6 ^ 0:6
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:6; 0:3 ^ 0:6Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 2 node.link 1[2]¼ r[1,3]¼ 0.3
3 a½3 ¼ 0:6 ^ 0:3



















































n5 2 2 1 a½1 ¼ 0:8 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 0:5 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ :2
1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[2,2]¼ 0.8
2 a½2 ¼ 0:8 ^ 0:8
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:8; 0:5 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 2 node.link 1[2]¼ r[2,3]¼ 0.5
3 a½3 ¼ 0:8 ^ 0:5
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:5; 0:5 ^ 0:5Þ ¼ 0:0
n6 2 3 1 a½1 ¼ 0:1 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 0:8 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[3,1]¼ 1.0
2 a½2 ¼ 1:0 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 0:8 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ 0:0
2 node.link 1[2]¼ r[3,2]¼ 1.0
3 a½3 ¼ 1:0 ^ 0:8
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:8; 0:8 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0
3 node.link 1[3]¼ r[3,3]¼ 0.8
n7 3 1 1 a½1 ¼ 0:3 ^ 0:9
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:9; 0:6 ^ 0:9Þ ¼ :6
2 a½2 ¼ 0:3 ^ 0:6
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:6; 0:6 ^ 0:6Þ ¼ :3
3 a½3 ¼ 0:3 ^ 0:3
 _ ð0:9 ^ 0:3; 0:6 ^ 0:3Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[1,3]¼ 0.3
n8 3 2 1 a½1 ¼ 0:5 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 0:8 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ :5
2 a½2 ¼ 0:5 ^ 0:8
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:8; 0:8 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ :3
3 a½3 ¼ 0:5 ^ 0:5
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:5; 0:8 ^ 0:5Þ ¼ 0:0
b¼ 0.0 1 node.link 1[1]¼ r[2,3]¼ 0.5
n9 3 3 1 a½1 ¼ 0:8 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 1:0 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ :2
2 a½2 ¼ 0:8 ^ 1:0
 _ ð1:0 ^ 1:0; 1:0 ^ 1:0Þ ¼ :2
3 a½3 ¼ 0:8 ^ 0:8
 _ ð1:0 ^ 0:8; 1:0 ^ 0:8Þ ¼ 0:0

















































































4. Analysis of the algorithm
The following properties have been derived analytically from the algorithm
presented in Section 3.
Property 1. For a given relational matrix R, the inverse matrix with respect to the
fuzzy max–min composition operator is not unique, in general.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 3, a attains its maximum value when q1j ¼
rj1; qnj ¼ rjn; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n and qkj ¼ rj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk, where k 6¼ 1; 6¼ n; j ¼
1; 2; . . . ; n.
Here, qkj being non-unique, the inverse matrix Q¼ ½qkj is not unique, in
general. Hence the statement of the property follows. 
Property 2. RT is one of the possible inverse fuzzy relational matrices of R with
respect to the fuzzy max–min composition operator.
Proof. By the proof of Property 1, amax can be obtained by choosing qkj ¼ rjk
also. With this choice of qkj, the matrix Q ¼ ½rjk ¼ RT. Hence the statement of
the property follows. 
Property 3. For a given relational matrix R, the best inverse matrix with respect
to the fuzzy max–min composition operator is not unique, in general.
Proof. Let Q ¼ ½qkj where qst ¼ a; 16 s; t6 n with 0 < a < 1 and a > rtj for
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, be the best fuzzy inverse of R with respect to the fuzzy max–min
composition operator and Q0 be a matrix which diﬀers from Q only in the
element lying at the intersection of sth row and tth column, deﬁned as follows:
Q0 ¼ ½q0kj, where q0st ¼ b 6¼ a; 0 < b < 1 and b > rij for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n and
q0kj ¼ qkj otherwise. Now since qst 6¼ q0st, the elements of the product matrices
ðQ  RÞ and ðQ0  RÞ can diﬀer only in the sth row.
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ðQ  RÞs;j ¼ ðqs1 ^ r1jÞ _ ðqs2 ^ r2jÞ _    _ ða ^ rtjÞ _    _ ðqsn ^ rnjÞ
¼ ðqs1 ^ r1jÞ _ ðqs2 ^ r2jÞ _    _ ðrtjÞ _    _ ðqsn ^ rnjÞ
½* a > rtj for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;
ðQ0  RÞs;j ¼ ðqs1 ^ r1jÞ _ ðqs2 ^ r2jÞ _    _ ðb ^ rtjÞ _    _ ðqsn ^ rnjÞ
¼ ðqs1 ^ r1jÞ _ ðqs2 ^ r2jÞ _    _ ðrtjÞ _    _ ðqsn ^ rnjÞ
½* b > rtj for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;
) ðQ  RÞs;j ¼ ðQ0  RÞs;j; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;
) ðQ  RÞ ¼ ðQ0  RÞ
½* ðQ  RÞk;j ¼ ðQ0  RÞk;j for k 6¼ s; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:
Thus there exists another best inverse of R viz. Q0ð6¼ QÞ. So Q is not unique.
Hence the statement of the property follows. 
It is evident from the deﬁnition of fuzzy relational matrices that it need not
be square matrix. Property 4 presents a clue for inversion of non-square fuzzy
relational matrices.
Property 4. The algorithm for inversion of square matrices is equally applicable to
non-square matrices.
Proof. The algorithm for fuzzy inversion can be applied to non-square matrices
if aw’s in the algorithm can be estimated. For a given R of dimension m n, the
fuzzy inverse of R, denoted by Q ¼ ½qkj, is to be of dimension n m, where




ðqkj ^ rjiÞ with qkj 2 frj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk; . . . ; rjng:
Since aw’s, as shown above, can be computed, the statement of the property
follows. 
Another interesting result that needs special mention is the structure of the R
matrix that yields unique fuzzy inverse. The structural constraints on R matrix
that yields unique inverse is presented in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. The R matrix yields a unique inverse matrix Q if all the columns of
the matrix R are equal to a given arbitrary column vector.
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Proof. By the proof of Property 1, qkj becomes unique when rji’s are equal for
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n i.e., elements lying in the jth row of R be equal. Hence, the re-
lational matrix R will have unique fuzzy inverse with respect to the fuzzy max–
min composition operator, if all the elements lying in the same row of R be
equal i.e., if all the columns of the matrix R is equal to a given arbitrary column
vector. Hence the statement of the theorem follows. 
5. Application in abductive reasoning
The proposed algorithm for approximate pre-inversion is useful for solving
the well-known fuzzy abductive reasoning problems [9,13,17], presented below.
For instance, consider the fuzzy sets A  X and B  Y , where X and Y are
two universal sets.
Given a rule and the consequent as follows, we want to evaluate the premise.
In the above example, B0  Y and A0  X and x; y are fuzzy variables such that
x 2 X and y 2 Y . The problem of determining A0 for known values of A, B and
B0 is the primary basis of the fuzzy abductive reasoning problem, also called the




be the fuzzy variables satisfying
x 2 A ¼ Height-is-Tall  X ¼ Fuzzy universal set Height
and
y 2 B ¼ Speed-is-High  Y ¼ Fuzzy universal set Speed:
With two given instances of A and B as
A ¼ ½0:3 0:6 0:9;
and
B ¼ ½0:2 0:4 0:7
we now compute the relational matrix Rðx; yÞ for the implication A! B by
Lukasiewicz implication function and thus ﬁnd
Given: If x is A, then y is B
Given: y is B0
Find: x is A0
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Then, for abductive reasoning, let the observed distribution B0 ¼ B. Conse-
quently, we ﬁnd
A0 ¼ B0  R1:









and R1 ¼ Q returns 16 matrices of which the following four yields minimum




























A0i ¼ B0 Qi; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ¼ B Qi ½by using B0 ¼ B:
Thus,
A01 ¼ ½0:4 0:5 0:7;
A02 ¼ ½0:3 0:5 0:7;
A03 ¼ ½0:4 0:5 0:7;
A04 ¼ ½0:3 0:5 0:7:
Consequently,
kA01  Ak ¼ 0:245;
kA02  Ak ¼ 0:224;
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kA03  Ak ¼ 0:245;
kA04  Ak ¼ 0:224
of which kA0k  Ak for k ¼ 2; 4 is the minimum. The principle presented here to
illustrate the use of R1 in abductive reasoning can be easily extended to
chained Modus Ponens [4].
6. Conclusions
We deﬁned a heuristic function to determine the approximate fuzzy max–
min compositional inverse and employed it in classical abductive reasoning
problems. The proposed method is fast as the time complexity of the procedure
fuzzy-pre-inverse is Oðn3Þ compared to exhaustive search which requires to
evaluate Euclidean distance OðknÞ times, where we take k discrete values from
½0; 1 at a regular interval of (1=k). Thus when k ¼ 11 and n ¼ 3, we require a
computational time of Oð33Þ and Oð113Þ in the respective two cases and ob-
viously the former is much less than the latter. Further, experimental evidences
[12] show that the best matrix we found by our method does not diﬀer much
from the globally best inverse.
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Appendix A
Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 which have been referred in Section 2 are in order:
The lemma requires to prove formally the following inequality:
Lemma 1. For any square matrices Q and R of dimension n n, we have_
qk1;qk2;...;qkn;2½0;1
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Proof _
qk1;qk2;...;qkn2½0;1
½ðqk1 ^ r1kÞ _ ðqk2 ^ r2kÞ _    _ ðqkj ^ rjkÞ _    _ ðqkn ^ rnkÞ
¼ ðq0k1 ^ r1kÞ _ ðq0k2 ^ r2kÞ _    _ ðq0kj ^ rjkÞ _    _ ðq0kn ^ rnkÞ;
say where q0k1; q
0
k2; . . . ; q
0























qkj2½0;1ðqkj ^ rjkÞ ¼ ðq0kj ^ rjkÞ for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; q0kj 2 ½0; 1: Thus the
Lemma 1 is valid. 
Lemma 2. For any square matrices Q and R of dimension n n, we have^
qk1;qk2;...;qkn2½0;1
























½ðqk1 ^ r1iÞ _ ðqk2 ^ r2iÞ _    _ ðqkj ^ rjiÞ _    _ ðqkn ^ rniÞ
¼ ðq00k1 ^ r1iÞ _ ðq00k2 ^ r2iÞ _    _ ðq00kj ^ rjiÞ _    _ ðq00kn ^ rniÞ;
say where q00k1; q
00
k2; . . . q
00
kj; . . . ; q
00
























qkj2½0;1ðqkj ^ rjiÞ ¼ ðq00kj ^ rjiÞ for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; q00kj being 2 ½0; 1: 
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Lemma 3. The selection of qkj 2 frj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk; . . . ; rjng instead in the range
½0; 1 does not violate the determination of inverse fuzzy relational matrix.
Proof. Let us denote frj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk; . . . ; rjng and ½0; 1 by S and S0, respectively,
and




ðqkj ^ rjiÞ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n:
Without any loss of generality, we can assume that the elements in S be ar-
ranged in the following order:
rj16 rj26    6 rjk16 rjk 6 rjkþ16    6 rjn:
Now, we consider three possible cases.
Case 1: Let k ¼ 1. Then
a ¼ ðq1j ^ rj1Þ  _½ðq1j ^ rj2Þ; ðq1j ^ rj3Þ; . . . ; ðq1j ^ rjnÞ:
Let us denote the maximum value of a by amax. Then amax ¼ 0 when
q1j ¼ rj1 2 S and also when q1j 2 S0  S with q1j < rj1.
Case 2: Let k ¼ n. Then
a ¼ ðqnj ^ rjnÞ  _½ðqnj ^ rj1Þ; ðqnj ^ rj2Þ; . . . ; ðqnj ^ rjn1Þ:
Here amax ¼ rjn  rjn1, when qnj ¼ rjn 2 S and also when qnj 2 S0  S with
qnj > rjn.
Case 3: Let k 6¼ 1; 6¼ n. We have
a ¼ ðqkj ^ rjkÞ  _½ðqkj ^ rj1Þ; ðqkj ^ rj2Þ; . . . ; ðqkj ^ rjk1Þ;
ðqkj ^ rjkþ1Þ; . . . ; ðqkj ^ rjnÞ:
Here amax ¼ 0 when qkj 2 S with qkj6 rjk and also when qkj 2 S0  S with
qkj < rjk.
From the above three cases, it is clear that if one selects qkj from the set
frj1; rj2; . . . ; rjk; . . . ; rjng instead of the set of the numbers in the interval ½0; 1,
loses nothing, rather saves signiﬁcant computational time. Hence the statement
of the Lemma 3 is valid. 
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